INTRODUCTION
Identifying the sources of consistently superior firm performance is a central theme in strategy research (Powell, 2001) .Scholars have argued that sustained superiority may reflect monopoly rents arising from favorable industry structures (Porter, 1980) , Ricardian rents flowing to firms that possess rare and difficult to imitate resources (Barney, 1991; Peteraf, 1993) Henderson, M. E. Raynor, and M. Ahmed 1968) and has been explored in studies of firmlevel resource accumulation (Denrell, 2004; Levinthal, 1990; . However, stochastic processes have not received adequate attention in the study of sustained superior performance.
Being fooled by randomness is a particular concern when researchers select on the dependent variable to identify top performers for case study (e.g., Collins and Porras, 1994; Joyce, Nohria, and Roberson, 2003) . This typically involves (a) setting performance benchmarks, (b) screening a large population of firms to find the few that meet those standards, and then (c) using inductive analyses to compare top performing 'success stories' to more average firms. The rub, of course, is that a top performing firm may meet a benchmark by chance, and the larger the population, the greater that possibility.
Almost all case analyses, whether published in academic journals or practitioner-oriented books such as In Search of Excellence (Peters and Waterman, 1982) , Built to Last (Collins and Porras, 1994) , Good to Great (Collins 2001) , and What Really Works (Joyce, Nohria, and Roberson, 2003) implicitly assume that most if not all firms with performance above some specified level have achieved that success by virtue of some form of superior management. Because we do not know how many of the firms in such case studies have track records that are indistinguishable from random processes, those books' prescriptions for practice rest on untested assumptions. Similarly, even pioneering nonparametric analyses that stratify firm performance into statistically different levels (e.g., Ruefli and Wiggins, 2000; Wiggins and Ruefli, 2002) have had to assume that top performers owe their results to something other than good fortune. 1 As a first step in identifying firms with superior resources, we benchmark how often a firm must perform at a high level to believe it is not the sort of false positive that would routinely occur in a large population of identical companies whose performances change over time due to a stochastic process. Random processes take many forms, but we focus on time-homogenous Markov chains whose state spaces are defined by performance percentiles.
2 This allows us to make no assumptions about how firm performance is distributed, which we show is vital (see also McKelvey and Andriani, 2005) . We define unexpected sustained superiority as a firm's ability to achieve a highly ranked focal outcome (e.g., top 10% return on assets [ROA] ) often enough across the firm's observed life to rule out, as a complete explanation of the firm's performance, a Markov process on the percentile state space operating on a large population of similar companies. Randomness may play some role in such a firm's performance, but it cannot explain its overall track record. In contrast, false positives are firms that perform well relatively often, yet have track records that are consistent with expected extremes in a large population of similar firms whose performances change annually through a Markov process defined on the percentile state space. In turn, we ask questions such as: if a firm is observed for 15 years, how often must its ROA be in the top 10-20 percent of the population to be confident that its performance is not the sort of false positive that this type of Markov process would produce?
We note three points about this study. First, there are many stochastic processes aside from the type of Markov chains that we consider, so we make no claims about ruling out all forms of randomness. Instead, we hope that our initial effort encourages future research on stochastic processes and the interplay of randomness, resources, and firm performance. Second, as Denrell (2004) points out, the possibility that a random process could produce results that closely match the outcomes of many top performing companies does not demonstrate that success is without cause or due to luck. Other, non-stochastic models may fit the data equally well, or randomness may emerge from high-dimensional causal interactions in densely connected organizational systems whose outcomes, although deterministic, are chaotic, sensitive to initial conditions, and thus difficult for managers to predict (Rivkin, 2000) . Third, in addition to false positives, randomness can produce false negatives Benchmarking Sustained Superior Performance 389 in which firms with exceptional resources experience periods of ill fortune. False negatives are worthy of study but beyond the scope of this study.
It is difficult-and important-to distinguish between randomness and systematic firm-level heterogeneity that produces superior results (Denrell, 2004) . The more firms that exceed what would be expected through random processes, the stronger the support for theories of sustained advantage and the better our opportunities for empirical study. Our goals in this study are (1) to identify sustained superior performers, if any, that exceed what a specific stochastic process would produce, and (2) to encourage future study of such firms.
RANDOMNESS AND FIRM PERFORMANCE
Unless we know what randomness might produce in a large population of firms, our ability to understand systematic drivers of sustained superior performance is limited. A number of studies have assessed the degree to which firm performance, both good and bad, persists across time (e.g., McGahan and Porter, 1999; Waring, 1996; see Wiggins and Ruefli, 2005 , for a review). But none, to our knowledge, has compared the observed number of sustained superior performers to the number that we would expect by chance. Doing so is vital because randomness plays an important role in a world in which boundedly rational decision makers face strategic choices that involve high levels of uncertainty, causal ambiguity, and chaotic complexity (Barney, 1991; Levinthal, 1997; Rivkin, 2000) .
Consider a discrete-time stochastic process that exhibits the Markov property because conditional on performance at t-1, performance at time t is independent of past results:
Here, performance might be measured by firm profitability, and ε i,t reflects stochastic changes in the i th subject's state from t-1 to t. Some processes with the Markov property rest on the idea that randomness can be captured by a Gaussian (i.e., normal) distribution. For instance, if performance was a continuous-time function with 0 ≤ s < t, then
would reflect Brownian motion (Brown, 1828) or a Wiener process if ε i,t−s was normally distributed with mean zero and variance equal to t-s (Wiener, 1949; Resnick, 1992) .
Models such as Equation 1b assume that the step sizes in firms' stochastic evolution are normally distributed and homoskedastic across performance levels. However, empirical observation suggests otherwise. Consider that a Gaussian ordinary least squares (OLS) regression, ROA i,t = γ ROA i,t−1 + ε i,t , performed on our population of Compustat firms (n = 243,722 firm years) yields R 2 = 0.0000 and γ = 0.022 (not significant), indicating that ROA is completely uncorrelated from year to year. In comparison, the nonparametric Spearman rankorder correlation of ROA and its one-year lag is r = 0.73, a fairly strong association. Why this stark difference between Gaussian and rank-based statistics? The Gaussian assumptions embedded in Equation 1b are violated to such an extent that they yield misleading results, so it is vital to adopt an approach that does not rely on distributional assumptions.
In line with this, prior research indicates that relative to a normal distribution, performance measures such as ROA have (a) much narrower and sharper central peaks, (b) substantial skewness, and (c) much longer and fatter tails, so extreme performances occur relatively often (Mandelbrot, 1963 (Mandelbrot, , 1967 McKelvey and Andriani, 2005) . In turn, outliers in skewed, fat-tailed distributions cause distributional statistics such as means, variances, and least-squares regression coefficients to be highly misleading. Many studies discard outliers (e.g., Waring, 1996) , but in the study of sustained superior performance-which is an outlier phenomenon-this may eliminate the very data in which we are most interested.
Rank-order statistics involving percentiles are highly robust and provide useful information about relative standing regardless of how a variable is distributed (Kennedy, 2008; McKelvey and Andriani, 2005) . Therefore, in the remainder of the paper, we model randomness using timehomogenous Markov chains in which the state space is defined by rank-based performance percentiles. This approach captures stochastic changes in performance across time, yet Markov chains on the percentile state space make no assumptions about how firm performance is distributed-crosssectionally or longitudinally.
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A MARKOV CHAIN APPROACH
A Markov chain consists of a finite number of discrete states and a transition matrix that gives the probabilities of moving between states j and k in a single move (Singer and Spilerman, 1973; Spilerman, 1972) . We define states by performance percentiles and assess the probabilities of moving between percentiles j and k between times t-1 and t. We assume that each transition probability p j,k remains constant over time, and we make two further assumptions, which we later relax: (1) firms are homogeneous in their resources, so the same transition matrix applies to all, and (2) all firms reside in a performance state for 1 year before potentially changing state according to the transition matrix. All models are assumed to be first-order Markov, so firms in state j at time t have the same transition probabilities regardless of their past history. Finally, we allow firms to differ in their starting states at t = 1.
Using computer simulations and the approach summarized in Figure 1 , we can assess how often a firm must perform well, on an annual basis, across the firm's observed life to be confident that its track record is not a false positive, which is an outcome that would be expected due to a Markov process on the percentile state space operating on a large population.
3 This involves setting a benchmark that specifies (a) a focal annual outcome (e.g., top 10% of ROA), (b) the confidence level, p f irm , at which we want to rule out a false positive for a specific company (e.g., p firm < 0.01), and (c) that firm's observed life span (e.g., 30 years). For example, we might find that benchmark (top 10% ROA; p firm < 0.01; 30 years) = 12 years, indicating that a firm observed for 30 years would need at least 12 years of top 10 percent ROA performances for us to be confident at p firm < 0.01 that its track record is not simply an expected extreme in this type of Markov process. Firms with other observed life spans would have different benchmarks, and benchmarks would be more stringent for smaller values of p firm .
As an input to the simulations that we used to establish these benchmarks, we first constructed a 100 × 100 population-level transition matrix by calculating the percentage of times across the Compustat population's history that real firms moved between one performance percentile and another between years t-1 and t. Table 1 lists two portions of the ROA transition matrix for Compustat firms, showing transition probabilities among the 10 lowest percentiles and the 10 highest. Cells along the main northwest-southeast diagonal give the probability of a typical firm's remaining in the same percentile from one year to the next. For instance, the probability of a firm's remaining in the top ROA percentile is 24.8 percent, and its chances of remaining in the bottom percentile are 46.5 percent.
By stating performance in percentiles, a transition matrix gives up a small degree of precision relative to continuous measures, yet we are freed from making distributional assumptions that are unjustified in performance data.
Operation of simulation models
Transition matrix in hand, we construct Markov chain simulation models on the percentile state space to reveal outcomes that occur stochastically in a simulated population whose number of firms, observed life spans, and starting percentile positions exactly match the characteristics of the real Compustat population. To illustrate, a total of 430 firms were observed in Compustat for exactly 43 years, the maximum observed life span. To simulate the life history of one of those firms, we take its actual starting ROA percentile at t = 1 and then make 42 random draws, which produces a 43-year simulated history. Each draw is from a uniform distribution on the interval (0,1), which we map to an outcome percentile using the cumulative probabilities derived by summing across the j th row of the transition matrix, where j equals the prior percentile outcome. A similar procedure is used for all other firms in the simulated population.
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A. D. Henderson, M. E. Raynor, and M. Ahmed attained by each simulated firm. However, randomness causes each run of the simulation to yield somewhat different results. We capture the extent of that variation using a nonparametric bootstrapping method (Efron, 1981 (Efron, , 2000 by rerunning the simulation many times, allowing history and randomness to play out in many possible ways, then using the overall set of results to get a very accurate picture of the distribution of Markov-based outcomes. Here, we simulated the entire histories of 1000 populations, each of which mirrors the entire history of the Compustat population.
To illustrate, consider the 430 firms in Compustat that were observed for exactly 43 years. We simulated each of those firms' lives 1,000 times, resulting in 430,000 simulated firm-life observations. The number of top 10 percent annual outcomes across those firms' simulated lives ranged from zero to 31; the median was three, and the ninety-fifth percentile was 10 such outcomes. Using those simulated results, let us set our benchmark high enough so that there is less than one chance in 100 (p firm < 0.01) that the number of focal outcomes that a real firm achieved was consistent with a Markov process on the percentile state space, thus making it a false positive. That involves picking a benchmark that is strictly above the ninety-ninth percentile of simulated lifetime outcomes, so a real firm had to have at least 15 top 10 percent outcomes in 43 years for us to consider that it was not a false positive. We denote this as benchmark (top 10%; p firm < 0.01; 43 years). In the same way, we set benchmarks (top 10%; p firm < α; τ years) for all combinations of α ∈ [0.05, 0.01, 0.002, 0.001], and τ ∈ [1 year. 43 years], the latter being the range of observed life spans. Firms are benchmarked against others with identical observed life spans because firms with more observations have more chances to benefit from randomness. Table 2 lists, for each observed life span, benchmarks for the number of top 10 percent ROA and Tobin's q outcomes needed to rule out a false positive at several values of p firm . Similar benchmarks for top 20 percent outcomes are available from the authors.
Using simulations to set population-level confidence intervals
Regardless of how stringent our benchmarks are, some firms may meet them by chance, and the larger the population, the more such false positives there will be. Therefore, in our next step we ask: for a Compustat-sized population of firms, how many false positives should we expect?
To assess this, we applied the benchmarks in Table 2 to the results of our 1,000 simulation runs. We found, for instance, that for top 10 percent ROA outcomes at p firm < 0.01 there were an average of µ = 97.57 firms per simulated population that met their respective benchmarks due to a Markov process on the percentile state space, with σ = 9.7 simulated firms, making σ 2 = 94.04 firms. This overall set of outcomes, within a very small degree of stochastic error, is Poisson distributed, as the nearness of the mean to the variance suggests. Due to the mixing properties of binomial processes in large samples (e.g., Daley and Vere-Jones, 2003; Hiriji, 2005) , this Poisson distribution of false positives per simulated population is a general result, one that holds for the collection of outcomes produced by any time-stable transition matrix.
Consequently, for a population as a whole, the number of firms expected to meet their benchmarks due to randomness in a time-homogenous Markov process on the percentile state space is Poisson distributed with grand mean µ, regardless of how firm performance is distributed, either crosssectionally or longitudinally. We obtain µ from our simulations and use it to construct population-level confidence intervals. In a Poisson distribution, σ = √ µ, so the population's 99.8 percent confidence interval is µ ± 3 √ µ. These intervals are bounded on the left at zero, because a population cannot have a negative number of false positives. For convenience, we call this integer-rounded populationlevel confidence interval µ ± 3 √ µ. Other confidence intervals can, of course, be constructed. Note that such a confidence level is conservative because it applies to the population as a whole, not to individual firms.
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in a similarly large population of homogenous firms whose performance changed according to a Markov process on the percentile state space. Because of this, it is vital to compare the observed number of sustained superior performers among real firms (n superior ) to the confidence interval generated by our simulations (µ ± 3 √ µ), which indicates the expected number of false positives.
Potential population-level outcomes
In comparing the number of sustained superior performers in Compustat to the expected number of false positives, three possibilities arise. First, if the number of Compustat firms that met their benchmarks fell within the 99.8 percent population-
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, then the sustained superiority in Compustat would be indistinguishable from outcomes generated by a simple stochastic process operating on a collection of firms with similar resources.
Second, the number of Compustat firms that met their benchmarks might exceed the upper threshold of the 99.8 percent population-level confidence interval (n superior > µ + 3 √ µ), but not by much. For instance, if we expected 100 false positives (i.e., µ = 100; µ ± 3 √ µ = 70 to 130), yet we found that 160 firms in Compustat that met their respective standards (i.e., n superior = 160), that would be a 6σ outcome (p < 0.000001) relative to the expected number of false positives. We would conclude that a homogenous Markov process on the percentile state space did not fully explain the sustained superiority seen in Compustat; however, studying those 160 firms could yield erroneous results because somewhere in the neighborhood of µ = 100 of them might owe their success to randomness. As noted earlier, even if a random process produces results that closely match the outcomes of many top performing companies, that does not demonstrate that success is random because other processes may explain the data equally well. Rather, it indicates that caution is warranted (Denrell, 2004) . Importantly, the technique described here provides a way to gauge how cautious we should be. We do this by calculating θ, the ratio of unexpected sustained superior performers in Compustat to the expected number of false positives:
If θ was greater than zero but not much greater than one, then the prevalence of potential false positives would muddy the waters for anyone interested in the drivers of sustained superiority.
In comparison, the final possibility is one in which the observed number of superior Compustat firms is both outside the confidence interval for false positives (n superior > µ + 3 √ µ) and substantially larger than the expected number of false positives (n superior >> µ), resulting in a large θ ratio. The higher that ratio, the greater the opportunities to study sustained superior performers while being confident that we are not observing only a stochastic process of the type we consider.
To summarize, we take four steps to discern whether the number of sustained superior performers in Compustat is more than we would expect due to one form of randomness. First, we construct a transition matrix by observing the typical probabilities among Compustat firms of moving between different performance percentiles. Second, we use the transition matrix to simulate many populations of similar firms that behave according to the matrix's stochastic properties. Third, we use the simulation results to establish (a) benchmarks that a firm must meet to be counted as a sustained superior performer, and (b) the Poisson distributed number of false positives that are expected due to randomness in a Markov process on the percentile state space. Finally, we compare the number of Compustat firms that meet our benchmarks to confidence intervals based on those Poisson distributions.
METHOD
We studied the population of U.S. 
Dependent variables
In keeping with prior studies (McGahan and Porter, 1999; Wiggins and Ruefli, 2005) , we measured firm performance on an annual basis using both return on assets and Tobin's q. ROA, an accounting measure of performance, equals net income divided by total assets. Tobin's q, which is a market-based measure of performance, equals the total year-end market value of a firm's stock divided by the book value of its assets. 4 With two exceptions, this sample included all firms and industries in Compustat. First, if an industry has very few observations, separating industry-level and firm-level effects is problematic, so we excluded industries at the four-digit SIC level that had fewer than 20 firm-year observations. Second, we excluded firms with SIC codes in the range of 6700-6799, which involve mutual funds, mineral royalty trusts, and charitable trusts because many of these are shell corporations with no employees that serve only as tax shelters. Compustat has additional information for the years 1950-1964, but we excluded that data because it is survivor biased and omits firms that delisted prior to 1965. We defined top 10 percent ROA and top 10 percent Tobin's q as our focal, superior performance outcomes. To assess robustness, we reran our analyses using top 20 percent ROA and top 20 percent Tobin's q. The use of these focal outcomes is somewhat arbitrary; however, we believe they are reasonable starting points. Future studies can consider other focal outcomes.
Control variables
Our interest is in whether sustained superiority exists, not why it occurs, so we used a limited set of controls designed only to insure comparability across observations. First, to account for differing macroeconomic conditions and allow meaningful comparisons across time, we coded a set of year dummies, one for each year that the sample covered. Second, because industries differ in their asset intensity, and because theories of competitive superiority generally speak to within-industry differences, we included a dummy variable for each SIC four-digit industry. A firm's industry was determined by its primary four-digit SIC code, the category in which it had its greatest sales in a focal year. That SIC code was updated annually to account for firms that changed their primary industry location.
Our results were virtually unchanged in analyses that controlled only for year, only for industry, and for neither industry nor year. Similarly, results were virtually unchanged when we included controls for firm size and market share along with those for industry and year. Size and share had modest effects on which firms met their respective benchmarks, but little effect on the number of such firms.
Estimation
To remove the effects of a set of controls, we can run a regression and examine the residuals, ε i,t . For least squares regression, positive residuals indicate above average outcomes, net of the controls (Greene, 1993) . We are interested, however, in performance in the top 10 or 20 percent of the distribution, and a control's effect may be quite different at those upper percentiles than at the average (Kennedy, 2008; Koenker, 2005) . Furthermore, the fat-tailed and highly skewed distributions of our performance measures severely violate the assumptions of normality and homoskedasticity necessary for least squares estimation. Waring (1996) , for instance, had to drop fully 10 percent of the observations from his sample of Compustat firms to prevent outliers from violating the assumptions of his least squares regression models. That is infeasible here because superior performance is an outlier phenomenon, by definition.
We, therefore, need a regression model that (a) makes no distributional assumptions, (b) preserves the rank-order information conveyed by extreme outcomes, yet (c) is not overly influenced by such data. Semiparametric quantile regression, which predicts the value of the q th percentile of the outcome variable, meets each of these requirements (Koenker, 2005; Koenker and Bassett, 1978; Koenker and Hallock, 2001) . As an example, you could estimate the ninetieth quantile, which is the value of the dependent variable's conditional ninetieth percentile:
Here, b .90 is a row vector of regression coefficients, and X is a column vector of year and industry dummies. Residuals are calculated in the usual fashion: ε i,t = y i,t − b .90 X i,t , which removes the effects of the controls for industry and year. Positive residuals indicate values above the dependent variable's conditional ninetieth percentile; negative residuals fall below that mark.
In the analyses of top 10 percent outcomes, we estimated a dependent variable's ninetieth quantile. We estimated the eightieth quantile in top 20 percent analyses. Once we had run a quantile regression on the Compustat data, we obtained the first to ninety-ninth percentiles of the resultant residuals. We used those percentile values to find the percentile location of each firm-year observation in Compustat. We then constructed a transition matrix by calculating the percentage of times across the population that Compustat firms moved between one percentile and another between year t-1 and t. As noted earlier, Table 1 reports portions of the transition matrix for ROA.
We also used the percentile location data to count the number of top 10 percent and top 20 percent focal outcomes that each real firm achieved across its observed life. We then determined whether that count of focal outcomes met the simulation-based benchmarks shown in 
RESULTS
Figures 2 and 3 graph the distributions and provide descriptive statistics for ROA and Tobin's q. Due to their fat-tailed and skewed distributions, mean ROA is below the tenth percentile; mean Tobin's q is above the ninetieth percentile, and variances are essentially infinite. This accords with research on performance distributions (Mandelbrot, 1963 (Mandelbrot, , 1967 McKelvey and Andriani, 2005) and reinforces the need for analyses that are free of distributional assumptions.
Tests of the number of sustained superior performers
For top 10 percent outcomes at several values of p firm , Table 3 shows (1) the expected number of false positives (µ) in a Compustat-sized population due to a Markov process on the percentile state space, which we obtained from our simulations; (2) confidence intervals around those µ's; (3) n superior , which is the number of Compustat firms that met a set of benchmarks; and (4) θ, which is the ratio of unexpected sustained superior performers in Compustat to the expected number of false positives.
As Table 3 shows, for both ROA and Tobin's q, each value of n superior was greater than the upper end of its respective 99.8 percent confidence interval. For instance, for top 10 percent ROA and p firm < 0.001, 15 or fewer firms were expected to meet their respective benchmarks due to randomness. In contrast, 111 Compustat firms met those standards. Thus, for top 10 percent outcomes, we can strongly reject the possibility that the number of sustained superior performers in Compustat can be fully explained by randomness in a homogenous Markov process on the percentile state space. Next, we considered the ratio of unexpected sustained superior performers to expected false positives, which is θ = (n superior − µ)/µ. As seen in Table 3 for p firm < 0.05 and top 10 percent ROA, θ = 0.28, which we can evaluate by a chisquared statistic: χ 2 = (n superior − µ) 2 /µ = 57.47, p < 0.001, 1 d.f. Although this θ is significantly greater than zero, its value is small, and approximately µ/n superior = 72 percent of those 912 firms could be false positives. Using the top 10 percent ROA benchmarks for p firm = 0.05 to find sustained superior performers is therefore ill-advised because the majority of firms identified have track records that would be expected somewhere in Compustat due to a homogenous Markov process of the type we consider. The situation is similar for p firm < 0.05 and top 10 percent Tobin's q outcomes. There, θ = 0.53, and µ/n superior = 65 percent of the 861 Compustat firms that you might identify for study could be false positives. Thus, using the benchmarks associated with p firm < 0.05 is ill-advised for both ROA and Tobin's q. At p firm < 0.01, θ ratios were 2.29 for ROA and 2.34 for Tobin's q, indicating a bit more than two cases of unexpected sustained superiority for every potential false positive. If you used those benchmarks and studied a relatively large number of firms (e.g., n > 30), then by the central limit theorem you could be fairly certain of having at least twice as many unexpected as expected superior performers. However, many case studies sample a small number of success stories. For instance, Chandler (1962) studied four high performing organizations. Given the formula for θ, the probability of sampling a false positive among a group of firms that has met their respective benchmarks is p false = 1/(1 + θ), and the number of false positives follows a binomial distribution. If we sample four success stories, then we need a θ ratio of about 7 : 1 to yield a 90 percent chance that at least three of those four cases are not false positives. If we relax our standards and accept a θ ratio of 4 : 1, then there is only an 80 percent chance that three of four cases are something other than what a Markov process on the percentile state space would produce. At θ = 2.34, which is the ratio for top 10 percent Tobin's q outcomes at p firm < 0.01, there is a 42 percent chance of having two or more false positives out of four success stories, which is a good deal higher than we should accept. This indicates that for top 10 percent ROA and Tobin's q outcomes at p firm < 0.01, the rate of potential false positives is high enough that studies of a relatively small number of firms is ill-advised.
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A. D. Henderson, M. E. Raynor, and M. Ahmed In comparison, the situation is more promising for more stringent values of p firm , which reduce the odds of false positives. At both p firm < 0.002 and p firm < 0.001, for both ROA and Tobin's q, θ ratios are relatively high, ranging from 6.67 to 14.86. At those ratios, the number of sustained superior performers in Compustat is sufficiently high, relative to the number of false positives, for valid studies of even a small number of firms.
In summary, we can reject the idea that the number of sustained superior performers in Compustat is fully explained by randomness in a homogenous Markov process on the percentile state space. In comparison, at both p firm < 0.05 and p firm < 0.01, we found that although the number of sustained superior performers is more than we would expect, there are too few such firms, relative to the expected number of false positives, to enable valid study. It was only at the very stringent benchmarks associated with p firm < 0.002 and p firm < 0.001 that the ratio of unexpected to expected sustained superior performers is high enough for valid study of a relatively small number of firms, possibly through case analysis. To insure that, a firm observed for 20 years, as an example, would need at least 13 years of top 10 percent ROA or Tobin's q outcomes.
Robustness checks using top 20 percent outcomes
To assess robustness, we reran our analyses by counting top 20 percent ROA and Tobin's q outcomes among Compustat firms and then benchmarking those counts against our simulations. We then calculated θ, which is the ratio of unexpected sustained superior performers in Compustat to the expected number of false positives. Those results, which are available by request from the authors, revealed θ ratios for top 20 percent outcomes that were similar in magnitude and significance to those in Table 3 for top 10 percent outcomes. Thus, results and implications are similar for top 10 percent and top 20 percent outcomes.
Extension: potential forms of firm heterogeneity
To now, we have modeled randomness using homogenous Markov chains. However, because we have found many more sustained superior performers in Compustat than we would expect in such a process, we now ask: Is there a simple form of firm-level heterogeneity that is consistent with the rate at which unexpected sustained superior performers, whose number equals n superior − µ, are observed in Compustat? There are many forms of heterogeneity (Denrell, 2004 ), but we consider two that map well onto theories of sustained advantage.
Heterogeneous Markov chains
Researchers have developed a variety of 'moverstayer' models that introduce heterogeneity across subjects into Markov chains (e.g., Spilerman, 1972) . Stayers never change states (e.g., geographic locations or jobs), so an identity matrix captures their behavior. In contrast, movers change position relatively often and have transition matrices with nonzero values off the main diagonal. Such models introduce heterogeneity by allowing different groups of subjects to move according to different transition matrices.
State changes such as geographic moves contain strong elements of individual choice. Some people can simply decide to stay put. In contrast, firms are always at some risk of changing performance, so we alter the mover-stayer metaphor to fit our needs. One possibility is that isolating mechanisms allow initial differences in firms' resource stocks to persist across time (Denrell, 2004) . These mechanisms, which appear relatively early in a firm's life and then persist, include property rights and patents, gifted organizational founders, first-mover advantage, and technological lock-in (Arthur, 1990; Lippman and Rumelt, 1982; Peteraf, 1993; Rumelt, 1984) . To capture this, we not only allow firms to begin their simulated lives from different starting percentiles but also have firms with different start points move according to different transition matrices.
To do this, we assigned each Compustat firm, based on its performance decile at t = 1, to one of 10 groups. For each group, we followed firms across their lives and constructed a separate 100 × 100 transition matrix. Simulated firms in the top 10 percent at t = 1 drew from one matrix for their entire lives, firms in the next 10 percent at t = 1 drew from a different matrix, and so forth.
If a simulation of heterogeneous Markov chains on percentile state spaces closely matches what occurs among real firms, it will account for all systematic variation and leave only random error. That would happen if the simulation produced benchmarks just stringent enough so that n superior , the number of sustained superiors in Compustat, was very close to µ, which is the expected number of false positives. In turn, if n superior is close to µ, then θ = (n superior − µ)/µ will be close to zero, which we test by χ 2 = (n superior − µ) 2 /µ at 1 d.f. Furthermore, because benchmarks are set independently for each value of p firm , we can add those four χ 2 statistics to attained another that we test at 4 d.f. The latter, aggregate χ 2 statistic assesses the overall fit of the simulation results to what occurs in Compustat. The smaller that χ 2 value, the better the fit because more systematic variation will have been accounted for. Table 4 reports results for top 10 percent ROA and Tobin's q. θ ratios were all positive and significant, so the number of sustained superior performers in Compustat was more than we would expect due to Markov processes on percentile state spaces with heterogeneous transition matrices. The θs in Table 4 are about 30 percent lower than the corresponding ones in Table 3 , which were generated by a single transition matrix. Heterogeneity in transition probabilities imprinted at t = 1 therefore has a potentially significant yet limited ability to account for the number of sustained superior performers observed in Compustat.
Semi-Markov process
Another variant of the mover-stayer model is a semi-Markov process in which all subjects move according to the same transition matrix, but mobility rates differ across individuals (Singer and Spilerman, 1973; Spilerman, 1972) . Most firms, therefore, make a random draw and potentially change their performance every year. However, other firms, once they land in a performance state, then 'dwell' there for a number of years before making another random draw that potentially changes their performance. Longer dwell times may stem from quasi-irreversible commitments such as long-term supplier contracts or specialized research and development programs (Cool & Henderson, 1998; Williamson, 1983) , or from unique resources assembled to create temporary advantages (D'Aveni, 1994; Wiggins and Ruefli, 2005) . If such a commitment pays off, a firm may enjoy strong returns for several years. Or things may go wrong and lead to a series of poor returns.
To this point, all simulated firms potentially change performance every period, so their dwell time equals one year. Here, however, we modified that assumption using two parameters, which allow for heterogeneous dwell times. First, pct dwell = the percentage of simulated firms, randomly chosen, with dwell times that may extend beyond a year. Second, µ dwell = the mean of a Poisson distribution of extended dwell times. If a simulated firm is randomly chosen, then it makes a random draw at its birth from a Poisson distribution with mean µ dwell to determine how long it remains in a given performance state before moving according to the transition matrix. That extended dwell time then A semi-Markov process on the percentile state space would fit well if we found a parameter pair (pct dwell , µ dwell ) that yielded an expected number of false positives per simulated population (µ) that closely matched the actual number of sustained superior performers observed in Compustat (n superior ). We grid searched the parameter space 0 ≤ pct dwell ≤ 50%; 0 ≤ µ dwell ≤ 10 years as follows. First, we selected the next pair of (pct dwell , µ dwell ) values using increments of one percent for pct dwell and 0.1 years for µ dwell . Second, using those values, we simulated the entire history of the Compustat population 200 times. Third, we used those simulation results to calculate θ ratios and the χ 2 goodness of fit statistics described earlier. Fourth, we identified the (pct dwell , µ dwell ) pair that offered the best fit, which proved to be pct dwell = 16%; µ dwell = 4.3 years for top 10 percent ROA. Note that smaller χ 2 values and larger p-values indicate better fit because we are trying to find simulation parameters that produce results that differ insignificantly from what we observe in Compustat. (Given the very lengthy computing time involved, we did not assess Tobin's q or top 20% outcomes.) Table 5 shows that heterogeneity parameters of pct dwell = 16%; µ dwell = 4.3 years produced close matches between µ, the expected number of firms meeting their benchmarks through a semi-Markov process on the percentile state space, and n superior , the observed number of sustained superior performers in Compustat. This yields θ ratios that are all insignificantly different from zero, and a nonsignificant value of p > 0.67 for the overall test that θ = 0 across all values of p firm . This indicates that instances of sustained superiority in Compustat are consistent with a semi-Markov process on the percentile state space with these heterogeneity parameters. This finding has several implications, which we address in the discussion section.
DISCUSSION
Understanding the drivers of sustained superior performance is central to both strategy research and the way that strategy is taught in most business schools (Porter, 1980 (Porter, , 1985 . Yet as Denrell (2004: 933) To our knowledge, prior studies have not benchmarked how often a firm must perform at a high level to discount randomness as a sufficient explanation for what is observed. For one type of randomness, a time-homogenous Markov process on the percentile state space, we can now offer such benchmarks. If a firm meets such a standard, randomness may still be at work, but it is unlikely to explain the firm's entire track record. Several points are worth highlighting.
First, for both ROA and Tobin's q, and for both top 10 percent and top 20 percent outcomes, there were many more sustained superior performers than we would expect through a time-homogenous Markov process on the percentile state space. This lends encouragement to theories of sustained advantage, such as the resource-based view and research on dynamic capabilities, which seek systematic explanations for enduring success (Barney, 1991; Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Teece et al., 1997) . Forms of randomness other than those we consider may account for what we see in Compustat, so our results are merely a first step in establishing that nonrandom sustained superior performers exist in sufficient numbers to enable valid empirical study. Future research on other stochastic processes is needed to see what roles other sorts of randomness may play.
Second, our results indicate that benchmarks associated with p firm < 0.002 are sufficiently stringent to insure that one is not observing mostly false positives, as we define them, even if one samples a relatively small number of successful firms. At that p-value, a few false positives may sneak in, but their numbers are apt to be small enough, relative to the observed number of sustained superior performers, to encourage empirical study, possibly through case analyses. To promote future research on sustained superiority, Table 6 lists all Compustat firms in our sample that meet the p firm < 0.002 benchmarks for top 10 percent ROA.
Many of us who teach strategy cases have sometimes thought: 'I wonder if the firm we're talking about today-often using terms like "sustained competitive advantage"-is truly skilled or just fortunate?' Such a distinction matters when we claim that a firm is worthy of study because its results are sufficiently impressive to justify systematic examination of its behavior. We now have benchmarks that let us assess whether a firm's track record can be fully explained by one sort of randomness. Importantly, we believe that those benchmarks are more stringent than many authors imagine. We have subjected the firms in several bestseller success studies to our benchmarks (e.g., Blueprint to a Billion [Thomson, 2005] and Big Winners and Big Losers [Marcus, 2006] , plus the books mentioned earlier). These studies attempt to infer the causes of superior performance by studying allegedly great companies, however, we found that many of the companies therein had track records at the time of publication that were indistinguishable from randomness, as we have defined it. We reach this conclusion using the same data as those books' authors, not post-publication results that were unavailable to them. To the extent that these books contain useful insights, that may reflect the inherent ingenuity of their authors rather than the validity of the case study data that they employed. We can now do better in our case selection, and we have work underway that employs requisitely demanding benchmarks.
Our third point involves two forms of firmlevel heterogeneity that might explain the number of sustained superior performers in Compustat. We found a degree of support for the idea that some firms are endowed early in their lives with resources, such as a talented founder or firstmover advantage that increase their odds of longterm success. Such heterogeneity could account for about 30 percent of the unexpected sustained superior performers observed in Compustat. In comparison, a semi-Markov process on the percentile state space in which (a) most firms potentially change performance every year, while (b) about 16 percent of firms dwell at a given performance level for Poisson distributed periods averaging 4.3 years, provided a sufficient explanation for the unexpected sustained superiority that we observed. This suggests (and we emphasize that word because other forms of heterogeneity may fit the data equally well) that although unexpected sustained superiority is rare-we find it in about 100-300 firms among the 20,000 or so in Compustat-the factors underlying it may be shared by a much larger group of organizations, 16 percent of 20,000 being 3,200 firms. Future research is needed to see if superior performers strongly resemble a significant chunk of the population in terms of making longer-term commitments than is the norm. Good fortune may be the major factor that sets superior performers apart from other high-commitment firms, but future research is needed to assess that.
Our last point is that we have barely scratched the surface in terms of the study of what sustained superiority looks like, what sorts of firm-level heterogeneity might explain it, and what forms randomness might take. Future studies might allow the stickiness of firm performance to vary across industries, so stochastic processes could be modeled using a separate transition matrix for each sector. That approach could also be combined with a mover-stayer model to distinguish more and less inertial firms within each industry. Slight differences in within-industry transition matrices might be sufficient to account for observed outcomes. It would also be interesting to consider random walks in which stochastic changes in firm resources from t-1 to t were restricted to neighboring states (cf. Denrell, 2004 ), yet there was
